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Clear-Sighted Statistics
Normal Probability Distributions
Module 9
0
Clear-Sighted Statistics
Lecture Objectives
Define normal probability distributions
Calculate z-values 
Convert z-values to probabilities
Demonstrate the Empirical Rule with z-values
Solve for X using z-values
1
1
Clear-Sighted Statistics
The Normal Distribution
Symmetrical 
Distribution χ
Centered at the 
Mean, Median, 
and Mode
Defined by the 
μ and σ
(Infinite number of normal curves)
2
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Infinite possibilities for the μ and σ
Equal μ, Unequal σ
3
3
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Clear-Sighted Statistics
Infinite possibilities for the μ and σ
Equal σ, Unequal μ
4
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Infinite possibilities for the μ and σ
Unequal μ, unequal σ
5
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Clear-Sighted Statistics
Standard Normal Distribution
6
Cannot calculate probabilities for an
infinite number of normal distributions
Standard Normal Distribution enables the calculation of 
probabilities for any normal distribution
Standard Normal Distribution: μ = 0, σ = 1
Probability for Normal Distributions can be found using the 
Area Under the Curve Table or Microsoft Excel
6
Clear-Sighted Statistics
Standard Normal Deviates: z-values
Variable’s deviation from the mean in units of standard deviation 
Can be positive (variable is above the mean)
Can be negative (variable is below the mean)
Requires quantitative data
Most variables are ± 3.00 z-values from the mean
7
7
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Clear-Sighted Statistics
The z-value formula
8
Where: X = The random variable
μ = The population mean
σ = The population standard deviation
z= X−µ
σ
8
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Measure SAT Scores First Statistics Exam
X, random variable 1354 90
μ, population mean 1062 81
σ, population std. dev. 195 6
z-value z= 90−81
6
=1.50z= 1354−1062
195
=1.50
Why z-values are useful
Enables comparison of scores for data 
measured on different quantitative scales
9
z= X−µ
σ
9
Clear-Sighted Statistics
z-value of 1.50
10
3210-1-2-3
1.50
10
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What does a z-value of 1.50 mean?
11
Both variables (SAT and Exam scores) are 1.50 
standard deviations above their respective means
What is the probability of a z-value of 1.50?
11
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Clear-Sighted StatisticsArea between the Mean and z
z 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
0.0 0.0000 0.0040 0.0080 0.0120 0.0160 0.0199 0.0239 0.0279 0.0319 0.0359
0.1 0.0398 0.0438 0.0478 0.0517 0.0557 0.0596 0.0636 0.0675 0.0714 0.0753
0.2 0.0793 0.0832 0.0871 0.0910 0.0948 0.0987 0.1026 0.1064 0.1103 0.1141
0.3 0.1179 0.1217 0.1255 0.1293 0.1331 0.1368 0.1406 0.1443 0.1480 0.1517
0.4 0.1554 0.1591 0.1628 0.1664 0.1700 0.1736 0.1772 0.1808 0.1844 0.1879
0.5 0.1915 0.1950 0.1985 0.2019 0.2054 0.2088 0.2123 0.2157 0.2190 0.2224
0.6 0.2257 0.2291 0.2324 0.2357 0.2389 0.2422 0.2454 0.2486 0.2517 0.2549
0.7 0.2580 0.2611 0.2642 0.2673 0.2704 0.2734 0.2764 0.2794 0.2823 0.2852
0.8 0.2881 0.2910 0.2939 0.2967 0.2995 0.3023 0.3051 0.3078 0.3106 0.3133
0.9 0.3159 0.3186 0.3212 0.3238 0.3264 0.3289 0.3315 0.3340 0.3365 0.3389
1.0 0.3413 0.3438 0.3461 0.3485 0.3508 0.3531 0.3554 0.3577 0.3599 0.3621
1.1 0.3643 0.3665 0.3686 0.3708 0.3729 0.3749 0.3770 0.3790 0.3810 0.3830
1.2 0.3849 0.3869 0.3888 0.3907 0.3925 0.3944 0.3962 0.3980 0.3997 0.4015
1.3 0.4032 0.4049 0.4066 0.4082 0.4099 0.4115 0.4131 0.4147 0.4162 0.4177
1.4 0.4192 0.4207 0.4222 0.4236 0.4251 0.4265 0.4279 0.4292 0.4306 0.4319
1.5 0.4332 0.4345 0.4357 0.4370 0.4382 0.4394 0.4406 0.4418 0.4429 0.4441
1.6 0.4452 0.4463 0.4474 0.4484 0.4495 0.4505 0.4515 0.4525 0.4535 0.4545
1.7 0.4554 0.4564 0.4573 0.4582 0.4591 0.4599 0.4608 0.4616 0.4625 0.4633
1.8 0.4641 0.4649 0.4656 0.4664 0.4671 0.4678 0.4686 0.4693 0.4699 0.4706
1.9 0.4713 0.4719 0.4726 0.4732 0.4738 0.4744 0.4750 0.4756 0.4761 0.4767
2.0 0.4772 0.4778 0.4783 0.4788 0.4793 0.4798 0.4803 0.4808 0.4812 0.4817
2.1 0.4821 0.4826 0.4830 0.4834 0.4838 0.4842 0.4846 0.4850 0.4854 0.4857
2.2 0.4861 0.4864 0.4868 0.4871 0.4875 0.4878 0.4881 0.4884 0.4887 0.4890
2.3 0.4893 0.4896 0.4898 0.4901 0.4904 0.4906 0.4909 0.4911 0.4913 0.4916
2.4 0.4918 0.4920 0.4922 0.4925 0.4927 0.4929 0.4931 0.4932 0.4934 0.4936
2.5 0.4938 0.4940 0.4941 0.4943 0.4945 0.4946 0.4948 0.4949 0.4951 0.4952
2.6 0.4953 0.4955 0.4956 0.4957 0.4959 0.4960 0.4961 0.4962 0.4963 0.4964
2.7 0.4965 0.4966 0.4967 0.4968 0.4969 0.4970 0.4971 0.4972 0.4973 0.4974
2.8 0.4974 0.4975 0.4976 0.4977 0.4977 0.4978 0.4979 0.4979 0.4980 0.4981
2.9 0.4981 0.4982 0.4982 0.4983 0.4984 0.4984 0.4985 0.4985 0.4986 0.4986
3.0 0.4987 0.4987 0.4987 0.4988 0.4988 0.4989 0.4989 0.4989 0.4990 0.4990
3.1 0.4990 0.4991 0.4991 0.4991 0.4992 0.4992 0.4992 0.4992 0.4993 0.4993
3.2 0.4993 0.4993 0.4994 0.4994 0.4994 0.4994 0.4994 0.4995 0.4995 0.4995
3.3 0.4995 0.4995 0.4995 0.4996 0.4996 0.4996 0.4996 0.4996 0.4996 0.4997
3.4 0.4997 0.4997 0.4997 0.4997 0.4997 0.4997 0.4997 0.4997 0.4997 0.4998
Area Under the Curve Table
z-value of 1.50
= 0.4332
z
12Note: Round z-value to the hundredths column, 0.00
0.43 2
3210-1-2-3
1.50
0.43320.5000
0.0668
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Use the Area Under the Curve Table
Table shows the right 
side of the normal 
curve
z-values are positive
Can be used for the 
left-side of the curve, 
but the z-values would 
be negative
On the left-most 
column (z): Match the 
digits on the left and 
right of the decimal 
point to the row
Match second digit of 
the z-value to the 
appropriate column 
(0.00 to 0.09)
Probability is found at 
the intersection of the 
row and column
13
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What does a z-value of -1.50 look like?
14
3210-1-2-3
-1.50
0.5000
0.0668
0.4332
Statistics is visual! Draw the area you are looking for.
z-values can be negative, probabilities are non-negative
14
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Finding the Area Under the Curve with Excel
1509_FindingAreaUnderCurve.xlsx
Excel’s calculations of the area under the curve
(probabilities) are more precise than those found on a table
15
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More z-values & Area Under the Curve
16
1.501.50
1.50-0.50
2.001.00
16
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Points to remember
Find the z-value first
When X is smaller than μ, z will be 
negative and to the left of the mean
Then find the Area Under the Curve 
using a Table or Excel
17
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3 Examples
Grade Point Averages
18
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#1
To be accepted into an honors society, a 
student needs a GPA in the top 10%
19
μ = 2.78, σ = 0.33, Student’s GPA (X) = 3.20
Will this student get into the honors society?
z-value for top 10% is ≈1.28 (0.3997)
19
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3210-1-2-3
1.28
0.5000 0.10030.3997
#1
Solution
Area between the Mean and z
z 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
1.1 0.3643 0.3665 0.3686 0.3708 0.3729 0.3749 0.3770 0.3790 0.3810 0.3830
1.2 0.3849 0.3869 0.3888 0.3907 0.3925 0.3944 0.3962 0.3980 0.3997 0.4015
1.3 0.4032 0.4049 0.4066 0.4082 0.4099 0.4115 0.4131 0.4147 0.4162 0.4177
No honors society
Not in top 10%
20
3.20−2.78
0.33
=1.273
1.273
20
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#2
If a student’s GPA is in the bottom 1%, 
financial aid will be lost 
21
μ = 2.78, σ = 0.33, Student’s GPA (X) = 2.05
Will this student lose financial aid?
z-value for bottom 1% is ≤-2.33 (0.4901, 0.5000 – 0.4901 = 0.0099)
21
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#2
Solution
Area between the Mean and z
z 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
2.2 0.4861 0.4864 0.4868 0.4871 0.4875 0.4878 0.4881 0.4884 0.4887 0.4890
2.3 0.4893 0.4896 0.4898 0.4901 0.4904 0.4906 0.4909 0.4911 0.4913 0.4916
2.4 0.4918 0.4920 0.4922 0.4925 0.4927 0.4929 0.4931 0.4932 0.4934 0.4936
Keeps financial aid
Not in bottom 1%
22
2.05−2.78
0.33
=−2.212
3210-1-2-3
-2.33
0.5000
0.0091
0.4901
-2.212
22
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#3
If a student’s GPA is in the top 0.5%, a 
$2,500 prize is awarded
23
μ = 2.78, σ = 0.33, Student’s GPA (X) = 3.65
Will this student get the $2,500 prize?
z-value for top 0.5% is ≥2.58 (0.4951, 0.5000 – 0.4951 = 0.0049)
23
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#3
Solution
Area between the Mean and z
z 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
2.4 0.4918 0.4920 0.4922 0.4925 0.4927 0.4929 0.4931 0.4932 0.4934 0.4936
2.5 0.4938 0.4940 0.4941 0.4943 0.4945 0.4946 0.4948 0.4949 0.4951 0.4952
2.6 0.4953 0.4955 0.4956 0.4957 0.4959 0.4960 0.4961 0.4962 0.4963 0.4964
Student wins $500
24
3.65−2.78
0.33
= 2.636
3210-1-2-3
2.58
0.5000 0.4951
0.0049
2.636
24
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4 More Examples
SAT Scores
25
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What’s the probability a student will 
score 1255 or less on the SAT?
Find z- value for 1255 and the μ of 1060
Convert that z-value to a probability
Use Special Rule of Addition to add the P(≤1255)
National SAT data from 2017
Mean, μ 1060
Standard Deviation, σ 195 #1
26
X = 1255
26
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3210-1-2-3
1.00
0.5000 0.3413 0.1587
Solution #A
27
#1 
solution 27
National SAT data from 2017
Mean, μ 1060
Standard Deviation, σ 195
X = 1255
z= X−µ
σ
z= 1255−1060
195
=1.00
Area between the Mean and z
z 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
0.9 0.3159 0.3186 0.3212 0.3238 0.3264 0.3289 0.3315 0.3340 0.3365 0.3389
1.0 0.3413 0.3438 0.3461 0.3485 0.3508 0.3531 0.3554 0.3577 0.3599 0.3621
1.1 0.3643 0.3665 0.3686 0.3708 0.3729 0.3749 0.3770 0.3790 0.3810 0.3830
P(≤1255) = P(1255 to 1060) + P(≤1060)
0.8413 = 0.3413 + 0.5000
27
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What’s the probability a student will 
score >1255 on the SAT?
28
#2
28
3210-1-2-3
1.00
0.3413 0.1587
28
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Solution #B
29
#2 
solution 29
National SAT data from 2017
Mean, μ 1060
Standard Deviation, σ 195
X = 1255
z= X−µ
σ
z= 1255−1060
195
=1.00
P(>1255) = P(≥1060) - P(1255 to 1060)
0.1587 = 0.5000 - 0.3413
3210-1-2-3
1.00
0.5000 0.3413 0.1587
29
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What’s the probability a student will 
score between 962 & 1255 on the SAT?
Find z- value for 1255 and the μ of 1060
Convert that z-value to a probability
Find z- value for 962 and the μ of 1060
Convert that z-value to a probability
Use Special Rule of Addition to add these probabilities
30
#3
30
National SAT data from 2017
Mean, μ 1060
Standard Deviation, σ 195
X1 = 1255
X2 = 962
30
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Solution #C
31
#3 
solution 31
National SAT data from 2017
Mean, μ 1060
Standard Deviation, σ 195
z= X−µ
σ
X1 = 1255
X2 = 962
z= 1255−1060
195
=1.00
Area between the Mean and z
z 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
0.9 0.3159 0.3186 0.3212 0.3238 0.3264 0.3289 0.3315 0.3340 0.3365 0.3389
1.0 0.3413 0.3438 0.3461 0.3485 0.3508 0.3531 0.3554 0.3577 0.3599 0.3621
1.1 0.3643 0.3665 0.3686 0.3708 0.3729 0.3749 0.3770 0.3790 0.3810 0.3830
z= 962−1060
195
=−0.50
Area between the Mean and z
z 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
0.4 0.1554 0.1591 0.1628 0.1664 0.1700 0.1736 0.1772 0.1808 0.1844 0.1879
0.5 0.1915 0.1950 0.1985 0.2019 0.2054 0.2088 0.2123 0.2157 0.2190 0.2224
0.6 0.2257 0.2291 0.2324 0.2357 0.2389 0.2422 0.2454 0.2486 0.2517 0.2549
P(962 to 1255) = P(962 to 1060) + P(1060 to 1255)
0.5328 = 0.1915 + 0.3413
3210-1-2-3
1.00-0.50
0.3413
0.1915
31
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What’s the probability a student will 
score between 1158 & 1255 on the SAT?
Find z- value for 1255 and the μ of 1060
Convert that z-value to a probability
Find z- value for 1158 and the μ of 1060
Convert that z-value to a probability
Use Complement Rule to remove joint probability: P(≥1158 and ≤1255)
32
#4
32
National SAT data from 2017
Mean, μ 1060
Standard Deviation, σ 195
X1 = 1255
X2 = 1158
32
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Solution #D
33
#4 
solution 33
National SAT data from 2017
Mean, μ 1060
Standard Deviation, σ 195
X1 = 1255
X2 = 1158
z= 1255−1060
195
=1.00
Area between the Mean and z
z 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
0.9 0.3159 0.3186 0.3212 0.3238 0.3264 0.3289 0.3315 0.3340 0.3365 0.3389
1.0 0.3413 0.3438 0.3461 0.3485 0.3508 0.3531 0.3554 0.3577 0.3599 0.3621
1.1 0.3643 0.3665 0.3686 0.3708 0.3729 0.3749 0.3770 0.3790 0.3810 0.3830
Area between the Mean and z
z 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
0.4 0.1554 0.1591 0.1628 0.1664 0.1700 0.1736 0.1772 0.1808 0.1844 0.1879
0.5 0.1915 0.1950 0.1985 0.2019 0.2054 0.2088 0.2123 0.2157 0.2190 0.2224
0.6 0.2257 0.2291 0.2324 0.2357 0.2389 0.2422 0.2454 0.2486 0.2517 0.2549
z= 1158−1060
195
= 0.50
P(1158 to 1255) = P(1060 to 1255) - P(1060 to 1158)
0.1498 = 0.3413 - 0.1915
3210-1-2-3
1.000.50
0.34130.1915 0.1498
33
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The Empirical or Normal Rule
34
34
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Empirical or 
Normal Rule
35
3210-1-2-3
68.26%
95.44%
99.74%
Area < -3.00 and > 3.00 = 0.13% (0.26% ÷ 2)
100.00%
- 99.74%
= 0.26%
Area between the Mean and z
z 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
0.9 0.3159 0.3186 0.3212 0.3238 0.3264 0.3289 0.3315 0.3340 0.3365 0.3389
1.0 0.3413 0.3438 0.3461 0.3485 0.3508 0.3531 0.3554 0.3577 0.3599 0.3621
1.1 0.3643 0.3665 0.3686 0.3708 0.3729 0.3749 0.3770 0.3790 0.3810 0.3830
1.9 0.4713 0.4719 0.4726 0.4732 0.4738 0.4744 0.4750 0.4756 0.4761 0.4767
2.0 0.4772 0.4778 0.4783 0.4788 0.4793 0.4798 0.4803 0.4808 0.4812 0.4817
2.1 0.4821 0.4826 0.4830 0.4834 0.4838 0.4842 0.4846 0.4850 0.4854 0.4857
2.9 0.4981 0.4982 0.4982 0.4983 0.4984 0.4984 0.4985 0.4985 0.4986 0.4986
3.0 0.4987 0.4987 0.4987 0.4988 0.4988 0.4989 0.4989 0.4989 0.4990 0.4990
3.1 0.4990 0.4991 0.4991 0.4991 0.4992 0.4992 0.4992 0.4992 0.4993 0.4993
(0.3413)2 = 0.6826
(0.4772)2 = 0.9544
(0.4987)2 = 0.9974
35
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Excel is more precise than the table
36
Z Table Excel
1.00 0.3413 0.341344746068543
2.00 0.4772 0.477249868051821
3.00 0.4987 0.498650101968370
% Table Excel
40.0% 1.28 1.282
45.0% 1.65 1.645
47.5% 1.96 1.960
49.0% 2.33 2.326
49.5% 2.58 2.576
36
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Solving for X
37
37
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Sometimes we need to solve for X
38
z= X−µ
σ
X=µ+zσ
What SAT score is in the top 
0.5%, top 5%, or bottom 10%?
National SAT data from 2017
Mean, μ 1060
Standard Deviation, σ 195
38
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Area between the Mean and z
z 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
2.4 0.4918 0.4920 0.4922 0.4925 0.4927 0.4929 0.4931 0.4932 0.4934 0.4936
2.5 0.4938 0.4940 0.4941 0.4943 0.4945 0.4946 0.4948 0.4949 0.4951 0.4952
2.6 0.4953 0.4955 0.4956 0.4957 0.4959 0.4960 0.4961 0.4962 0.4963 0.4964
SAT score for top 0.5%?
39
National SAT data from 2017
Mean, μ 1060
Standard Deviation, σ 195
X=µ+zσ
X=1060+2.58*195=1563.1
39
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X=1060+1.65*195=1381.75
Area between the Mean and z
z 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
1.5 0.4332 0.4345 0.4357 0.4370 0.4382 0.4394 0.4406 0.4418 0.4429 0.4441
1.6 0.4452 0.4463 0.4474 0.4484 0.4495 0.4505 0.4515 0.4525 0.4535 0.4545
1.7 0.4554 0.4564 0.4573 0.4582 0.4591 0.4599 0.4608 0.4616 0.4625 0.4633
SAT score for top 5%?
40
National SAT data from 2017
Mean, μ 1060
Standard Deviation, σ 195
X=µ+zσ
40
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Area between the Mean and z
z 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
1.1 0.3643 0.3665 0.3686 0.3708 0.3729 0.3749 0.3770 0.3790 0.3810 0.3830
1.2 0.3849 0.3869 0.3888 0.3907 0.3925 0.3944 0.3962 0.3980 0.3997 0.4015
1.3 0.4032 0.4049 0.4066 0.4082 0.4099 0.4115 0.4131 0.4147 0.4162 0.4177
X=1060+−1.28*195= 810.4
SAT score for bottom 10%?
41
National SAT data from 2017
Mean, μ 1060
Standard Deviation, σ 195
X=µ+zσ
41
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X=1060+−1.28*195= 810.4
SAT score for bottom 10%?
42
National SAT data from 2017
Mean, μ 1060
Standard Deviation, σ 195
Excel offers greater precision
810.097 vs. 810.4
z-values calculated to
15 digits
42
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43
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